3o4	NOTES ON PERIOD IV	[1848-1871
Powers hesitated to intervene on behalf of the King of Naples until it
was too late.
Italians were far more grateful to Britain for this negative support
than they were to Napoleon III for his active intervention on their
behalf; for Napoleon had exacted a heavy price, and then prevented
them from getting Rome.
No. 61.—STAGES IN THE UNIFICATION OF ITALY.
Up to 1859 all attempts had failed owing to differences of aim.
Should it be a confederacy of independent states under the Pope
(advocated by Gioberti); a united Republic (aimed at by Mazzini and
Garibaldi); or a united Kingdom under the House of Savoy (achieved
by Cavour and Victor Emmanuel) ?
Stage I. (1859).—The Pact of Plombieres, the War of 1859 (Magenta
and Solferino) ; the Armistice of Villafranca and the Treaty of Zurich.
lombardy added to piedmont.
Stage IL (1860).—The peoples of the Duchies refuse to accept their
rulers again ; Treaty of Turin. tuscany, modena, parma, romagna
join Piedmont and Lombardy to form the Kingdom of Italy (but Savoy
and Nice ceded to France).
Stage III. (1860).—Garibaldi and his "Thousand" invade Sicily
and Naples ; Victor Emmanuel invades Papal Domains and Naples ;
naples, sicily, papal domains added to Kingdom of Italy.
Stage IV. (1866).—Prusso-Austrian War leads to venetia being
added to the Kingdom, despite defeat of Italians at Custozza.
Stage V. (1870).—Franco-German War enables King of Italy to
seize rome.
(The World War enabled Italy to annex " Italia Irredenta "—the
Trentmo and Istria, including Trieste ; and even then she demanded
certain further districts on the east coast of the Adriatic.)
No. 62.—THE OBSTACLES TO GERMAN UNITY AND HOW
THEY WERE OVERCOME.
 (1)	The German people consisted, historically, of a number of
tribes having little in common—Saxons,  Rhinelanders,  Prussians,
Bavarians, etc.
 (2)	The rulers of the various states were intensely jealous of their
independence.
 (3)	The two great Germanic Powers, Austria and Prussia, prevented
each other from gaining an unquestioned mastery over the others, by
their rivalry.
" liberalism " had proved unable to overcome these obstacles
m 1848-49 (§ 127).
Bismarck solved the problem by (a) compelling Austria to surrender
all claim to be a Germanic Power (Prusso-Austrian War of 1866) ; and
(6) inducing the south German states to join Prussia in a permanent
Reich by staging a national war (Franco-German War, 1870).
The Zotlverein (N$8) was another factor which must not be overlooked.

